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Read the creepy book by the author readers are comparing to Stephen King and prepare to be scared out of your wits.
Full of twists and turns, this book will have you on the edge of your seat.

Alone. Frightened. Captive. If you hear someone approaching, RUN. She is not there to help you.Alone. Frightened. Captive. If you hear someone approaching, RUN. She is not there to help you.

There is an ancient evil in the Back Country, dormant for centuries but now hungry and lurking. When it sets its

sights on an unsuspecting mother one routine morning along an isolated stretch of highway, a quiet farming family

is suddenly thrust into a world of unspeakable terror, and a young girl must learn to be a hero.

Gretel is a gripping, spine-chilling, thrilling horror with twists and turns you won't see coming.

Praise for GRETEL:Praise for GRETEL:

"What a wonderfully atmospheric story! Gretel is truly one of those books that relies on excellent writing to create its

mysterious and scary tone. In this case, the author creates the mood almost instantly and maintains it throughout

the story."

"I couldn't help but think I was reading something from Stephen King (one of my favorite authors)."

"Let me just start out by saying that there are less than 10 books ever written that I would consider amazing, and this
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book is absolutely amazing. The way he wove 3 different stories into one is incredibly captivating, and it had a very

intense feeling throughout the whole tale."

"One of the best books I've read! I couldn't stop reading it till the END!!!"

"Wow! What a great twist to an old story!"

"Wow. Fabulous twist on a Grimm classic. Such well developed characters. And THREE heroines."

"If you've read the story of 'Hansel and Gretel,' and you think you know all there is to know about a girl and her

brother abandoned in the forest by their father at the behest of an evil stepmother, think again. You simply have to

read Gretel: Book One by Christopher Coleman."

"Man oh man! A true horror story....not your old time Hansel and Gretel. No gingerbread house, no barred cages to be

locked behind while the witch fattens you up. Nosiree bob. If you truly want to be scared out of your wits about what

some people will do to others, read this book!"

"That fairy tale your parents used to read to you has changed and grown teeth, although author Christopher Coleman

may have captured the feeling the Brothers Grimm originally intended us to feel.

"This book was really creepy. Very well written. Kept me on the edge of my seat. I would love to see this made into a

movie."

Gretel is a horror story that will keep you on the edge of your seat, afraid to turn off the lights and go to sleep. If you
are looking for a suspenseful, creepy and spooky read that will leave you scared out of your wits, then Gretel is for
you. You have been warned.

The complete Gretel Series includes:The complete Gretel Series includes:

Gretel (Gretel Book One)

Marlene's Revenge (Gretel Book Two)

Hansel (Gretel Book Three)

Anika Rising (Gretel Book Four)

Also by Christopher Coleman:Also by Christopher Coleman:

They Came with the Snow, a short, chilling and scary read, reminiscent of Stephen King's, The Mist, and a must-read

for true horror fans.

The Sighting, a suspenseful, mystery and horror thriller.

Scroll up and click "buy now" or "read for free" if you are enrolled in Kindle Unlimited and start reading GretelScroll up and click "buy now" or "read for free" if you are enrolled in Kindle Unlimited and start reading Gretel

today...just make sure you keep all the lights on while reading.today...just make sure you keep all the lights on while reading.
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